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ABSTRACT

In the present work, we calculate the evolution of the charge state distribution within the fast solar wind. We use the
temperature, density, and velocity profiles predicted by Cranmer et al. to calculate the ionization history of the most
important heavy elements in the solar corona and solar wind: C, N, O, Ne, Mg, Si, S, and Fe. The evolution of each
charge state is calculated from the source region in the lower chromosphere to the final freeze-in point. We show
that the solar wind velocity causes the plasma to experience significant departures from equilibrium at very low
heights, well inside the field of view (within 0.6 Rsun from the solar limb) of nearly all the available remote-sensing
instrumentation, significantly affecting observed spectral line intensities. We also study the evolution of charge state
ratios with distance from the source region, and the temperature they indicate if ionization equilibrium is assumed.
We find that virtually every charge state from every element freezes in at a different height, so that the definition of
freeze-in height is ambiguous. We also find that calculated freeze-in temperatures indicated by charge state ratios
from in situ measurements have little relation to the local coronal temperature of the wind source region, and stop
evolving much earlier than their correspondent charge state ratio. We discuss the implication of our results on
plasma diagnostics of coronal holes from spectroscopic measurements as well as on theoretical solar wind models
relying on coronal temperatures.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The plasma charge state composition is of fundamental
importance for any study of the solar atmosphere and solar wind.
Close to the Sun, the charge state distribution determines the rate
of emission of the plasma itself: thus, it shapes the continuum
and line radiation of coronal plasmas which are observed by
all high-resolution X-ray, EUV, and UV spectrometers and
narrowband imagers currently deployed in space. The charge
state distribution of solar plasmas is often assumed to be in
equilibrium, except during sudden events of solar activity, such
as the impulsive phase of flares and the acceleration phase of
coronal mass ejections. As a consequence, plasma diagnostics,
synthetic spectra calculation, radiative losses and energy budget
estimates, as well as solar EUV irradiance evaluation are usually
carried out under the assumption of ionization equilibrium.

Far from the Sun, the charge state composition of the solar
wind is routinely measured by in situ instrumentation and it
can be used to study the mechanisms of solar wind acceleration
and evolution. Hundhausen et al. (1968) were the first to note
that as the solar wind is accelerated outward from the Sun, the
plasma density decreases quickly and causes the ionization and
recombination rates to lose effectiveness at the same rate. Thus,
the wind plasma ion composition is less and less responsive
to changes in plasma temperature as it travels away from the
Sun; eventually, the plasma “freezes in,” that is, its charge state
composition stops evolving no matter what dynamic and thermal
evolution the plasma undergoes after the freeze-in point. This
freeze-in point occurs within a few solar radii from the solar
photosphere, so that the plasma properties measured by the
current in situ instrumentation retain the memory of the physical
processes the wind plasma has experienced very close to the
Sun. Such properties can in principle be used to study the wind
acceleration mechanisms in the very early stages, its trajectory,
and to identify the wind source regions.

Several earlier studies found that carbon and oxygen ions
freeze in within 1.3 Rsun (Bürgi & Geiss 1986; Ko et al. 1997;
Chen et al. 2003; Landi et al. 2012a). For example, Ko et al.
(1997) studied the evolution of the charge states of C, O, Mg,
Si, and Fe in the fast solar wind and indicated that freeze-in
occurs within two solar radii for all elements except Fe, which
stopped evolving at around 4–5 Rsun. Also, Bürgi & Geiss (1986)
showed that significant departures from equilibrium occur well
before the freeze-in point, at heights that can be reached by
remote-sensing instrumentation observing the lines of each
evolving charge state. Esser et al. (1998) carried out a detailed
investigation of the evolution of the charge states of C, O, Si,
and Fe and found that the relatively fast velocity of minor ions
observed by SOHO/UVCS (Kohl et al. 1997) induces significant
departures from equilibrium; these results led Esser et al. (1998)
to question the assumption of equilibrium commonly adopted
in the interpretation of in situ measurements of charge state
ratios. The results by Bürgi & Geiss (1986), Ko et al. (1997),
and Esser et al. (1998) were obtained using the ionization and
recombination rate coefficients available at the time. Many new
rate coefficients have been measured and calculated for many
elements of interest in the last 35 years, so that these results
need to be updated.

In this paper, we further develop the ideas in Bürgi & Geiss
(1986), Ko et al. (1997), and Esser et al. (1998) and investigate
the evolution of the charge states in the fast solar wind below two
solar radii with two goals. First, we will study in detail whether
and up to what distance from the solar limb is the assumption
of ionization equilibrium valid for all the ions that emit lines
observed by the X-ray, EUV, and far UV spectrometers currently
available. Second, we will determine the diagnostic potential
of frozen-in ion charge states measured in situ to infer the
electron temperature of the coronal plasma in the fast wind
source regions. To do this, we will use the ionization and
recombination rate coefficients in CHIANTI (Dere et al. 1997;
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Figure 1. Wind temperature, electron density, and velocity as a function of distance for the coronal hole/fast wind model of Cranmer et al. (2007).

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Landi et al. 2012b), which include much improved ionization
and recombination rates published since 1998. The results of
this work have been used to discuss the radiative losses in solar
wind models by Landi et al. (2012d), and will also be used in
following papers of this series to study the source region of the
fast solar wind. They will also be tested against uncertainties
in the ionization and recombination rate coefficients we used in
another paper.

The calculation of the ion charge states is described in
Section 2, the results are discussed in Section 3, and conclusions
are drawn in Section 4.

2. CHARGE STATES IN THE SOLAR WIND

2.1. Charge State Evolution Calculation

To calculate the evolution of charge states in the rest frame
of the expanding solar wind, it is necessary to solve, for each
element, the equation

∂ym

∂t
= ne(ym−1Cm−1(Te) − ym(Cm(Te) + Rm−1(Te))

+ ym+1Rm(Te))

Σmym = 1, (1)

where Te is the electron temperature, ne is the electron density,
Ri and Ci are the total recombination and ionization rate
coefficients, and ym is the fraction of a given element in charge
state m. The set of continuity equations for each element
is solved numerically as a set of stiff ordinary differential
equations using a fourth-order Runge–Kutta method. To solve
this equation, we have used an adaptive step size, which is
selected by forcing the maximum change in the abundance of
any charge state to be smaller than 10% at any given step.

To solve this equation, two main ingredients are needed:

1. the electron temperature and density of the wind plasma as
a function of time;

2. a complete database of ionization and recombination rate
coefficients.

The first of these two ingredients can be given, for the prob-
lem of an expanding solar wind, if the electron density and
temperature of the wind plasma is known along the en-
tire trajectory of the wind itself. If the plasma parameters
are assumed to be independent of time at any point along
the wind trajectory, then the wind velocity determines how
much time the wind plasma spends at any given density and
temperature along its path. Wind plasma temperature, density,
and velocity can be either taken from solar wind models or as-
sumed by the user, and then adjusted empirically to reproduce
both spectral line intensities close to the Sun and in situ charge
state measurements, using the diagnostic technique outlined by
Landi et al. (2012c).

Since in the present work we are interested in studying the
evolution of the charge states in the fast solar wind, rather than
determining the best temperature, velocity, and density profiles
that fit a set of observations, we will use the temperature, density,
and velocity profiles predicted by the Cranmer et al. (2007) wind
model, hereafter C07. In this work, we focus on the fast solar
wind and coronal holes, so we will use the coronal hole model
provided by the authors. The velocity, density, and temperature
curves of the model are shown in Figure 1. Esser et al. (1998)
showed how charge state compositions are sensitive to the input
density, temperature, and velocity profiles. C07 provides a very
realistic representation of the density and temperature of coronal
holes. Figure 2 shows a comparison between the temperature
and density profiles from the C07 coronal hole model with
measurements from Landi (2008) from a polar coronal hole. The
agreement between predicted and observed (where available)
values is very good.

The second ingredient necessary to the calculation requires
a large database of ionization and recombination rate coeffi-
cients. Such databases have been developed in the past (e.g.,
Landini & Monsignori Fossi 1990; Mazzotta et al. 1998; Dere
2007; Mattioli et al. 2007) and include data for direct ionization,
excitation–autoionization, radiative recombination, and dielec-
tronic recombination. Rates for all ions of all elements up to
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Figure 2. Comparison between temperature and density measurements of the temperature and density of a coronal hole (from Landi 2008) with predictions from the
coronal hole/fast wind model of Cranmer et al. (2007).

zinc are included that can be readily used in Equation (1). In the
present work, we will use the data in version 7 of the CHIANTI
database, largely based on the Dere (2007) compilation for ion-
ization rates, and on the review of recombination rates made in
version 6 of CHIANTI (Dere et al. 2009). As a boundary con-
dition, we assume that the plasma at 6600 km (0.01 Rsun) is in
local thermodynamic equilibrium, so that the temperature and
density at the boundary are 3.1 × 104 K and 2.8 × 109 cm−3,
respectively, according to C07. Landi et al. (2012d) showed that
the departures from equilibrium occur very early in the wind
trajectory for the lightest elements such as C, N, and O, so that
the lower boundary condition of 200,000 K chosen by Esser
et al. (1998) may be placed too high in the atmosphere for the
lightest elements.

In our calculations, we implicitly assume that the electron
velocity distribution is Maxwellian. Still, non-thermal electrons
can be important, for example, Bürgi (1987) studied the ef-
fects of non-thermal electrons on the predicted charge state dis-
tribution, by using a k distribution and found that they were
significant, and could alter the temperature measured using
charge state ratios. Also, C07 assumes that all ions flow at
the same speed. Such an assumption might not be necessar-
ily true in the real solar wind. However, even if the charge
state evolution is very sensitive to variations in the wind ve-
locity profile (Esser et al. 1998), the results obtained with
the C07 nonetheless help illustrate the general behavior of all
elements.

2.2. Ionization and Recombination Trends

Figures 3 and 4 show the timescales for total ionization from,
and recombination to, all the ions of the most abundant heavy
elements in the solar atmosphere, as a function of the number
of electrons in each charge state, and as a function of the charge

state. The timescales have been calculated for each ion as

τ = 1

neR
, (2)

where R is the total recombination (or ionization) rate coefficient
for that ion, and ne has been assumed to be ne = 108 cm−3, a
value typical of inner coronal hole regions. As the wind travels
outward and the electron density decreases, the timescales in
Figures 3 and 4 increase at the same rate. Also, the electron
temperature of the plasma has been assumed to be T = 106 K,
typical of the solar wind plasmas closest to the Sun, where
the electron density is highest and ionization and recombination
processes are most efficient. As temperature decreases with wind
expansion in the outer corona, ionization timescales increase,
while recombination rates decrease.

Figures 3 and 4 can be read in two ways. If one considers
a fixed value of the number of electrons (following a so-called
isoelectronic sequence), as in the left panels of both figures,
both the ionization and recombination timescales increase
smoothly as the atomic number increases. If the ionization and
recombination timescales are considered for a given element
(following the curve of a given color in the left panels), then the
series of ionization and recombination timescales experienced
by each element accelerating outward in the solar wind can be
followed.

There are two main things that need to be noticed in Figures 3
and 4. First, the recombination rates for all ions of all elements
are within two order of magnitudes, while the variation of the
ionization rates within each element can exceed six order of
magnitudes. More importantly, the ionization rates increase
dramatically for all of the elements as they enter the helium and
neon isoelectronic sequences (2 and 10 electrons, respectively).
Also, while the recombination timescales for the ions of the
same element do not change much as the element ionizes
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Figure 3. Total ionization timescales for all the ions of the most abundant heavy elements in the solar atmosphere, as a function of the number of electrons in each ion
(left) and of the element’s charge state (right). Data are taken from the CHIANTI database.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Figure 4. Total recombination timescales for all of the ions of the most abundant heavy elements in the solar atmosphere, as a function of the number of electrons in
each ion (left) and of the element’s charge state (right). Data are taken from the CHIANTI database.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

from a very low charge state at the solar wind boundary in
response to the rapidly rising temperature in the inner corona,
its ionization timescales increase constantly. This means that
as the charge state of the ion keeps increasing, each charge
state encounters more and more difficulties in further ionizing,
while its recombination timescale does not change much. Also,
since each element is starting from a rather low charge state
distribution at the wind boundary, it takes an increasingly
longer time to ionize through every single charge state to
reach the distribution typical of the solar corona even if the
plasma density were constant rather than quickly decreasing.
As a consequence, each element experiences some sort of
“ionization inertia” that tends to leave it underionized unless it
is given enough time to reach ionization equilibrium at the local
temperature.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Ion Charge State Evolution

The predicted ion charge states as a function of distance from
the limb are shown in Figures 5–8 for all of the most abundant
heavy elements in the solar wind. Each of those figures shows
two quantities: the absolute value of the charge state fraction ym
for the most important species (such that Σmym = 1), and the
ratio between this value to the charge state fraction calculated
under the assumption of equilibrium at the local temperature, to
show to what extent the element departs from equilibrium. The
horizontal lines in the charge state ratio panel indicate ±25%
from unity. Most of the ions shown in Figures 5–8 emit spectral
lines that are routinely observed in coronal holes outside the disk
by one or more of the available spectrometers on board Solar
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Figure 5. Charge state evolution for carbon (top) and nitrogen (bottom), as a function of distance from the solar limb (at 1 Rsun). Left: absolute charge state fractional
abundances. Right: ratio of wind charge state abundance to ionization equilibrium values calculated at the local electron temperature.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) or Hinode, so that they
can in principle be used to study the evolution of the fast solar
wind. We have shown the results up to 1.6 Rsun as this is the out-
ermost limit of the field of view of the spectrometers on board
SOHO and Hinode that observe the ions shown here (although
SOHO/UVCS reaches larger heights). This height also includes
the field of view of all narrowband imagers currently avail-
able: SOHO/EIT, Transition Region and Coronal Explorer,
STEREO/EUVI, Hinode/XRT, and SDO/AIA. The photo-
sphere is set at 1.0 Rsun.

Figures 5–8 tell several things. First, lighter elements stop
evolving much earlier than the heavier elements; only with the
exception of Fe, they are almost frozen in at around 1.5–1.6 Rsun.
Even Fe, however, slows its evolution down considerably at that
height. Second, most elements show significant departures from
equilibrium. These departures occur well within the field of view
of all available instruments.

Some systematics in the behavior of different elements can
be identified. First, one of the most important results is that
Fe charge states are for the most part within 20% of their
equilibrium values for most of the field of view of the SOHO and
Hinode spectrometers. The exceptions are Fe xiv,xv: since the
plasma temperature is still increasing at 1.6 Rsun, Fe xiv,xv
show the effects of the ionization inertia. These two ions,
however, provide very weak emission in coronal holes. The
most important conclusion for Fe is that since the diagnostic
studies carried out in the lower corona usually assume that the
plasma is in ionization equilibrium, results obtained in coronal
holes using Fe lines (such as the very bright ones observed
by Hinode/EIS and SOHO/CDS) are confirmed even in the
presence of an accelerating solar wind. The reason for this is
that Fe ionization and recombination rates are fast enough to
continue to be effective below 1.6 Rsun, so that the plasma is
able to adapt to local conditions rather efficiently.
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Figure 6. Charge state evolution for oxygen (top) and neon (bottom), as a function of distance from the solar limb (at 1 Rsun). Left: absolute charge state fractional
abundances. Right: ratio of wind charge state abundance to ionization equilibrium values calculated at the local electron temperature.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Second, the behavior of the lightest elements—carbon to
neon—is dominated by the presence of the charge state with
two electrons, belonging to the helium isoelectronic sequence.
This charge state is quite peculiar, as elements with two electrons
fill the innermost shell (the 1s shell) in their atomic structure,
so that it is very difficult to ionize them further, as shown
by the large rise in the ionization timescales for these ions
over those with more electrons (Figure 3). On the contrary,
charge states with three or four electrons (lithium and beryllium
isoelectronic sequences) have shorter ionization timescales.
Since the boundary condition is set in the lower transition
region, the plasma initial charge stage distribution is peaked
toward very low charge states, so that the plasma ionizes as it
travels outward. Given the timescales for the Be-like and Li-like
ions, the plasma very rapidly reaches the He-like charge state,
but then stops ionizing as the timescales to further ionize an

He-like ion are too slow. This means that almost all ions of
carbon to neon reach the He-like charge state and either stop
ionizing or, like carbon, ionize only with difficulty. This is the
cause of the large departure from equilibrium (e.g., a factor of
10) of the abundance of the He-like stage of ionization in the
lower transition region.

Furthermore, the large fraction (essentially unity) of He-like
ions, coupled with the relatively fast recombination time for
an He-like ion into an Li-like ion, ensures that Li-like species
receive a steady supply of recombining ions at little expense to
the total fraction of the He-like ion; at the same time, the fast
ionization time for the Li-like ion ensures that the Li-like ion
ionizes as if it was under equilibrium. This balance ensures that
the He-like and Li-like charge states of nitrogen and oxygen
fake near-equilibrium conditions to large altitudes even if some
of their ion fractions have stopped evolving almost immediately
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Figure 7. Charge state evolution for magnesium (top) and silicon (bottom), as a function of distance from the solar limb (at 1 Rsun). Left: absolute charge state
fractional abundances. Right: ratio of wind charge state abundance to ionization equilibrium values calculated at the local electron temperature.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

upon entering the solar corona. Before this fake equilibrium is
established, the Li-like and Be-like charge states keep ionizing at
a pace that does not allow them to reach equilibrium at the local
plasma temperature, so they become overabundant giving rise
to the sharp spike in the transition region (Figures 5 and 6). This
behavior has been noted by Landi et al. (2012a) for oxygen, and
is very important to understand the evolution this element, which
is one of the best observed elements in in situ measurements and
is routinely used to infer the temperature of source regions of
the solar wind. For carbon, the plasma temperature is too large
to keep the He-like ion (C v) from further ionizing, so that the
H-like charge state stage slowly forms. For neon, the initial
charge state distribution at the boundary is very far from the He-
like stage, so that this element reaches the He-like charge state
stage relatively late. We call the large enhancement of the Be-
like and Li-like charge states in the lower transition region the

“cold effect” because it affects ions that are mostly formed in the
(relatively cold) transition region under equilibrium conditions.

The behavior of elements from magnesium to sulfur is
qualitatively different from that of carbon and oxygen. Since the
boundary conditions require that the charge state distribution be
centered on very low ionization stages, these ions are ionizing
as the solar wind accelerates outward. The main drivers of
their behavior are that (1) their ionization and recombination
timescales (as shown in Figures 3 and 4) are more or less in
the same range, (2) they do not have the time (or a high enough
temperature) to reach the He-like stage, and (3) there is no other
“catalyst” charge state like the He-like one to prevent them
from further ionizing. As the wind moves outward, the plasma
quickly loses electrons and reaches the first coronal charge
states that emit observable spectral lines very soon when the
plasma distribution is still close to equilibrium. Thus, the lower
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Figure 8. Charge state evolution for sulfur (top) and iron (bottom), as a function of distance from the solar limb (at 1 Rsun). Left: absolute charge state fractional
abundances. Right: ratio of wind charge state abundance to ionization equilibrium values calculated at the local electron temperature.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

coronal charge states behave close to equilibrium. However,
these elements do not have time enough to reach higher charge
states, which thus have smaller abundances than the equilibrium
values. This is the effect of the ionization inertia. Examples
of such stages are Mg x, Si x,xi, S x–xii. However, ionization
inertia also affects the lower coronal charge states, although
at larger altitudes. In fact, as the plasma moves forward, the
density decreases (Figure 1) so that ionization becomes less
effective and charge states do not ionize fast enough to adapt
to the hotter local conditions. As a consequence, the ions that
were initially close to equilibrium become overabundant. This
happens for Mg v–ix, Si vi–viii, and S vii–viii. The abundance
of some of these ions have nonetheless become sufficiently
low to make their lines unobservable, but some of them (Si viii,
Mg viii–ix) can still be observed for larger distances so that these
non-equilibrium effects are expected to affect the observed line

intensities. We call this systematic behavior of coronal ions the
“delay effect”.

3.2. Interpretation of In Situ Charge States

In situ instrumentation allows the determination of the charge
state distribution of the local solar wind. Charge state abun-
dances have been used in two different ways. First, the (normal-
ized) distribution of charge states can be directly compared to
predictions from a model, to investigate the freeze-in process
of the wind plasma. Second, the abundance ratios of individual
charge states of the same element can be compared to theoreti-
cal estimates (made under the assumption of ionization equilib-
rium) of the ratio as a function of temperature: the comparison
allows us to determine the temperature at which the wind plasma
freezes in. These two quantities have routinely been used in the
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Figure 9. Evolution of charge state ratios and temperatures for carbon (top) and nitrogen (bottom) as a function of distance from the solar limb (at 1 Rsun). Left:
charge state ratios. Right: plasma temperature obtained comparing the charge state ratios in the left panel with estimates calculated as a function of temperature under
the assumption of local ionization equilibrium. The black line indicates the temperature in the Cranmer et al. (2007) model. The N4+/N5+ charge state ratio was not
monotonically decreasing with temperature so unique temperature values could not be derived.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

literature to determine (1) at which height each element
freezes in and (2) the temperature of the solar wind source
region.

Figures 9–12 report the evolution of the charge state ratios
and of the temperature diagnostics obtained from them, for
C, N, O, Ne, Mg, Si, S, and Fe ions. In each figure, the left
panel shows the ratios between the most important charge states,
which can be identified in in situ measurements and also provide

observable spectral lines in the inner corona. These ratios have
been normalized to their frozen-in values, and the horizontal
dashed lines mark where these ratios are within 10% of the
frozen-in value. Figures 9–12 show several things. First, within
each element, each charge state ratio approaches the final frozen-
in value at a different height. We take the 10% mark as an
indication of where a charge state ratio is close to freeze-in
and define R10 as the corresponding height. The differences
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Figure 10. Evolution of charge state ratios and temperatures for oxygen (top) and neon (bottom) as a function of distance from the solar limb (at 1 Rsun). Left: charge
state ratios. Right: plasma temperature obtained comparing the charge state ratios in the left panel with estimates calculated as a function of temperature under the
assumption of local ionization equilibrium. The black line indicates the temperature in the Cranmer et al. (2007) model.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

in R10 values are most evident in N and O, where they can
reach 0.5 Rsun: this behavior is a consequence of the presence
of the He-like ionization stage in the element’s distribution.
All other elements also have differences in R10 that can easily
reach ΔR10 � 0.2–0.3 Rsun, the smallest being those for carbon
ions, as noted by Landi et al. (2012a). Another thing to note is
that even if individual charge state ratios stop evolving below
1.5 Rsun, the element itself is still evolving; the final freeze-in
occurs between 1.5 and 2.5 Rsun. Last, Fe charge state ratios

do not stop evolving and eventually react in response to the
decreasing temperature up to 3.0 Rsun.

The right panels in Figures 9–12 show the temperature
calculated at each point along the wind trajectory using the
calculated charge state ratios and the CHIANTI ion abundances
under the ionization equilibrium assumption. The first thing
to note is that for each element, the measured temperature
“freezes in” much earlier than the charge state ratio itself. This
is due to the fact that under the equilibrium assumption, the
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Figure 11. Evolution of charge state ratios and temperatures for magnesium (top) and silicon (bottom) as a function of distance from the solar limb (at 1 Rsun). Left:
charge state ratios. Right: plasma temperature obtained comparing the charge state ratios in the left panel with estimates calculated as a function of temperature under
the assumption of local ionization equilibrium. The black line indicates the temperature in the Cranmer et al. (2007) model.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

relative abundance of two different charge states is very sensitive
to the electron temperature, so that even small variations of
the latter may cause charge state ratios to change by one
order of magnitude. Thus, as charge states approach the final
frozen-in value, variations in their ratios are too small to
provide significant temperature variations. As a consequence,
the temperatures determined using in situ measurements of
charge states correspond to the values reached before true freeze-
in occurs.

When the temperature values provided by each element are
inspected, two main things become apparent. First, within
each element, different charge state ratios can provide very
different temperature values; second, these temperature values
are much different from the local plasma temperature (indicated
in Figures 9–12 by the black line, from the C07). These
two results are a strong warning toward the use of in situ
measurements to determine the plasma temperature of the
wind source regions. For example, while C and N charge state
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Figure 12. Evolution of charge state ratios and temperatures for sulfur (top) and iron (bottom) as a function of distance from the solar limb (at 1 Rsun). Left: charge
state ratios. Right: plasma temperature obtained comparing the charge state ratios in the left panel with estimates calculated as a function of temperature under the
assumption of local ionization equilibrium. The black line indicates the temperature in the Cranmer et al. (2007) model.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

ratios seem to provide self-consistent temperatures (different
by a factor of 1.5 from the values at the height where their
temperatures freeze in), the values provided by O, Ne, and
Mg can change by a factor of 1.5 depending on which ratio is
used. Most importantly, all of these temperature values have no
relation either to the temperature of the source region (far below,
in the chromosphere), or to the temperature of the freeze-in
point, or to the temperature of the location where the temperature
provided by the charge state ratio freezes in.

4. DISCUSSION

The results obtained in the present work have consequences
both for the analysis of remote sensing observations, and of in
situ measurements of charge state composition.

Figures 5–8 clearly show that almost all ions that emit bright
lines observed in coronal holes are out of local equilibrium
conditions. The abundance of most ions is larger than their
equilibrium value, while the highest stages of ionization of
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heavier elements may be underabundant, because of the delay
effect. Departures from equilibrium occur at heights that are well
within the field of view of available spectrometers observing
the solar disk (that is, below 1.5 Rsun), so that their effects
on line intensities are expected to be significant. Also, ions
emitting key bright lines in the transition region, such as C iv,
N v, O v,vi, and Ne vi, are out of equilibrium by large amounts
at very low heights. As a consequence, the commonly adopted
assumption of ionization equilibrium needs to be taken with
caution. The effects of these departures on radiative losses in the
solar atmosphere have been discussed by Landi et al. (2012d),
who showed that the cold effect can provide significant changes
to the radiative losses and energy equation of the fast solar wind
in the transition region.

There are a few notable exceptions to these departures. First,
O v and O vi fake ionization equilibrium in the corona even if
oxygen as a whole is not in ionization equilibrium. This fake
equilibrium lasts up to 4.0 Rsun. This is important, as O vi emits
one of the strongest doublets in the solar UV coronal spectrum
at 1031.9 Å and 1037.6 Å, which has been extensively studied
in off-disk coronal spectra both from SUMER (up to ≈1.5 Rsun)
and UVCS (up to ≈4.0 Rsun): results based on absolute line
intensities and the equilibrium assumption for O vi are not
affected by departures from equilibrium. The second notable
exception is Fe viii-xii, whose ion abundances also are within
20%–25% of their equilibrium values. This is also important, as
these ions emit very strong lines in the EUV spectrum between
170 Å and 200 Å which are routinely observed and used for
plasma diagnostics in coronal holes by the EIS spectrometer
on board Hinode up to ≈1.5 Rsun. These ions provide a core
group of lines that can be relatively safely used to measure
the plasma physical properties without worrying about non-
equilibrium effects in their ion abundances. Among the available
spectrometers, SUMER is the most affected by wind-induced
non-equilibrium effects as it includes a large number of lines
from almost all the ions shown in Figures 5–8 (e.g., Curdt et al.
2001, 2004). This provides a unique opportunity to use SUMER
observations of lines from such ions to quantify such departures
and empirically determine the temperature, density, and velocity
profiles of the solar wind that best reproduce observed spectral
line intensities using the diagnostic technique outlined by Landi
et al. (2012c).

The results of the present investigation also affect measure-
ments obtained in the heliospheric portion of the solar wind
trajectory, from in situ instruments. In fact, one of the most im-
portant wind property provided by such instruments is the charge
state distribution, which is routinely used to obtain freeze-in
temperatures from charge state ratios. These temperatures are
in turn used in some theoretical models as proxies of the temper-
ature of the solar corona. For example, Gloeckler et al. (2003),
Fisk (2003), and Schwadron & McComas (2003) interpreted
or developed solar wind scaling laws using relatively simple
energy considerations. They were able to tie both the fast and
solar wind properties to common types of physical processes
occurring in the solar corona. Schwadron & McComas (2003)
assumed that the energy injection of solar wind particles into the
source regions is the same (and roughly fixed) for both fast and
slow solar winds, and that part of this energy is lost by radiation
in the lower atmosphere; the amount of energy radiated away
depends on the competition between energy conduction from
the hot solar corona to the cooler (and more efficiently radia-
tive) transition region, and energy advection due to the outward
particle flux. These two competing processes are characterized

by a single temperature Tmax, defined as the maximum tempera-
ture near or below one scale height (where most of the radiative
losses take place). The Schwadron & McComas (2003) model
results in solar wind scaling laws that apply to all types of solar
wind and in principle can explain the main physical properties
of both types of wind. The basic principles of the model are
rooted in the energy equation, so that the application of the
Schwadron & McComas (2003) model requires the specifica-
tion of Tmax to determine the final amount of energy lost through
radiation. Schwadron & McComas (2003) utilized the freezing-
in temperature of carbon from von Steiger et al. (2000) from the
SWICS instrument on board Ulysses (Gloeckler et al. 1992), as
carbon freezes in first, and thus the temperatures obtained from
its charge state ratios were thought to be the best proxies for the
coronal temperatures. However, Figure 9 clearly shows that the
temperatures obtained from any carbon charge state ratios, while
self-consistent, grossly underestimate the plasma peak temper-
ature and are not representative of the temperature of the inner
corona as predicted by C07. As their values are qualitatively and
quantitatively disconnected from the real coronal temperature,
they lead to incorrect estimates of the wind heat conduction and
radiative losses and thus to an incorrect application of the solar
wind scaling laws.

There is one last remark that needs to be made on the results
of the present work. The evolution of the charge states, charge
state ratios, and temperature of the fast solar wind that we have
discussed depend critically on the plasma velocity, electron
temperature, and electron density used for the calculation, as
shown by Esser et al. (1998). Thus, they are dependent on the
particular theoretical model used for the calculation, in this case
C07. Other wind models can easily lead to different scenarios.
However, the basic processes at play in the evolution of the solar
wind charge states are rooted not only in the wind parameters,
but also in the ionization and recombination rate coefficients that
characterize its evolution. Regardless of any particular deviation
of the temperature or the density history experienced by the
wind plasma from C07 predictions, consecutive charge states of
the same element will experience a slower ionization time while
their recombination rates will change less, as shown by Figures 3
and 4. Thus, a solar wind starting from the chromosphere is
likely to experience both the delay effect and the cold effect,
and its final charge state distribution will be delayed relative
to the actual temperature of the corona. In fact, Zurbuchen
et al. (2012) calculated the charge state evolution of the solar
wind using an array of solar wind models (Hansteen & Leer
1995; Leer et al. 1998; C07; van der Holst et al. 2010) and
found that their final frozen-in charge states shared a similar
behavior. They also found that such values were significantly
lower than in situ distributions from carbon, oxygen, silicon,
and iron, indicating that the delay effect introduced by each
of these models leads to significant underestimates of the solar
wind charge state composition.

In this work, we were interested in highlighting some general
trends in the behavior of the solar wind, both very close to
the Sun and beyond the freeze-in point. A more detailed and
quantitative comparison of the charge state composition and
EUV/UV line intensities predicted using C07 as well as other
models is currently being pursued and will be the topic of a
future publication.
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